
What is the Size of a
Standard Pillowcase?

Typically, pillow cases come in three sizes: standard
pillowcase size, queen pillowcase size and king pillowcase
size – you probably didn’t realize how many pillowcases sizes
were out there until you started shopping. Each has unique
dimensions and is best fit for specific mattress sizes and types
of sleepers. While you might be content with sticking to a
standard size pillowcase, it could be the wrong one for you.

Standard pillowcase are those that can be used with a queen
or standard pillow. No matter what filling you use, it doesn’t
matter if it is feather down, cotton, or foam. The excess
material on one end may be used to cover the greater length
of a queen cushion, while keeping it visually acceptable.
Standard pillowcase size are perfect for pillows that use into
twin or twin XL sized beds due to their modest size.

A standard pillowcase size is the ideal size for a twin bed. You
could also use two standard size pillows on a queen-sized or
full sized bed. To complete the look, three standard pillows
will be required if you have a large king-sized bed.

Standard pillows measure 20 inches wide by 26 inches long.
Standard pillow size cm is 51×66 cm. Standard pillow
pillowcase size can be the same. Standard pillows are the
smallest, and therefore the least expensive, pillows on the
market today. They are also the most commonly sold pillows.

Queen pillowcases are four inches longer than the standard
pillowcase size, but the same width. The longer size allows
two queen pillows to stretch perfectly across a queen size
mattress. They will also work well with a California king or
king-size bed.

Sleepers prefer a regular pillowcase as it suits their needs.
Depending on the brand, some queen pillows will fit in
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standard pillowcase size. Although the width of the
pillowcases is identical, standard pillowcases are usually
longer and can accommodate a queen-sized pillow.

If you are going for a fuller look with your pillows, try putting
a queen size pillow inside a standard sized pillowcase. But A
longer pillow may be better for you if you toss and turn during
the night. This extra length will keep your neck and head
supported while you change sleeping positions.

A King sized pillowcase is generally the largest size that most
individuals would go for unless they wanted to get something
custom-made for themselves or their loved ones. The different
between standard pillowcase size vs king pillowcase size is
that king pillowcases are ten inches longer than the standard
pillowcase size.

People can’t get a good night’s sleep because of the wrong
bedding size, they go to change the bed sheet sizes or the
duvet cover sizes to improve sleep, but many people ignore
the size of the pillowcases. Obviously, you want to purchase a
pillowcase that is respective in size to the pillow you have.
Although they are only a small part of your overall sleep
experience, pillowcases can have a major impact on how you
sleep.
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